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NOTE: Attempt any FOUR questions, in all by selecting at least ONE question from each section.

Q.l.
a. Explain the quantrmr fi:ee-elechon modcl of metals in ternrs of Pauli's exclusion

principle
(6)

b. Metrllio silver is an excelletrt conductor. It has 5,86x10r condrrction electons per
cubic Deter. (i) Calculate ib Fermi €nerry. (ii) Compare this eneqgy to the &ermal
energy KT of thc electrons at I room tfrrperaare of 300K.
(4.5)

c. What is the cause of faihre of frec electron theory?

Q.2.
a. Calculate the heat capacrty of the electron gas by using Fcrnili

Explain why expcrimental results do not ogrce with the rezults
classical statistics.

(6)
b" Explain Fermi Dirac distibution function. Show that Fermi cuwe at room temporatrue

shows a little change from that at 0K (6.5)

Q.3.
L. What is the raason and origin of tho ercrgy band formatiou iu sotids? (6.,
b. In a solid, cousider the €nergy level lying 0.0leY below femi level. What wus is the

probability of this level not being occupiedby an electon. (3)
c. What do you me6n by Bloch thcorem and state its significance in Physics? (3)

Q.4.
a. Differentiatebetween paramagnetic, fenomagnaic and dirmag"etic materials (3)
b. Dessribe the quautum theory of paramagnetic susceptibility of a substarco in an

exteflral magnetic field B._under the foltouring conditious.
(e.s)
i. B, is week and ternperature is high
ii. B, is very stroug aod temporaErc is very low

Section-Il

Q.5.
How the carrier ooncenhation in infinsic semiconductor varies as a function of
temperatrno? (6.O
What is the primary differpnce between an u-Spe and a Fty"e semicouductor? A)
Prove that Fsrrni level [ies in the middle of ttre forbidden gap in case of inrinsic

a')

Dirac distibution-
obtained by using

(4)

(3)

(6.5)

(o

'b.
c.

Q.6,
a.

b.

seoiconduotors.

llow is P-N junction formed?
Derive expressions for the built-in potential and the depletion width of a P-N jrmctiou
in thermal eguilibrium. What is the effect of doping on the depletion widttr?
(e.s)
Write notes on the follouring:

t, Effoctive Mass
b. Electrioal resistivity of metals

Q.7.
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NorE: Attempt F.olt-R questions, in ail by selecting at least oNE question from each.section.
Try to be focused and give onty preciseinswers, of the asked qu"it.r"".

SECTTON-I

Q. No. 1: (a) Define phase, Mu (y) and Gamma (r) space for N-pardcle systems. Dessibe the
densiry distribution in phase space in deall. (3, S1(b) Exprain the Ensemble average for a set of N-points and for a set of s5rctems. (4.s)

Q. No, 2: (a) Pmve that time rate of change
(b) By consider{ng an ideal gas of
illusrate the use of a micro- cannonic
system. (5.S)

Q. No.3: (a) D expticitly. (7.s)
(b) If oubled, wtile keeping enerry co$tant.Then, (S)

Q. No. 4: (1) write a detail note on the principle of eguipartition of energy for mono- and
diatomic gases along with its discrepancies.
(b) Explain the thermodynamic functions for cannonical ensemble.

SECTION.TI

Q. No. 5: (a) Discuss briefly the thermal wavelength by considering tluee different
cases in quantum statistics.
(b) State and prove the Fermi-Dishibution law, which provides average no.
of particles in a srate j.

Q. No. 6: (a) Drive a relation for Bose-Einstein statistics and discuss it at a finite
temperature.

O) Write a note on the Bose-Einstein condensation.

Q. No. 7: (a) By using Plank,s law of radiation, prove the Stephen-Boltzman law
categorically.
(b) state and Explain the pauli Exclusion principle along with significance.

(8.s)
(4)

(7)
(s.s)

(7.s)

(s)

(7.s)
(s)
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NOTE: Attgmpt FOUR questions selecting at least ONE from each section.

Soction-I

Qt. (a) 0 is inariaot under the LorcnE fmsformation
s. [9\Al

O) Dimrentiate b*qre€n proper and improper LoreaE haasformations. t3I

Q2. (a) Find Inratz tansfornarioo_larw for tho compoaont of volocity and rcelorcion. p nl
(b) r\r,o inortial tamoo I and .l' alc moving with vcluity v ,rhivo to orch oltor. A pardch rs observod

by an observor in 5' describcs a ofocb:

f7 +y'2 =42 , /=0
wi6 coo$rnt spoed. Show th4 rs observcd fiom S, tts pcriiclo doscribos m ellipco. Fhd th6 c€stct
of Er cllipco aod &rw it fa S . t5I

Q3.(a) fourmomentrm. l6yr!O) foroe and four vclocity, show that the tjotal €mr5/ ;f a 
-

and fu rcst nass cnarg5r, t6l

Section-tr

Q4. (a) Show that ihe covuiant derivdiw of a contawiant vector field Xc is
9.rXa = O"Xe +Wb

O) If f6ryc is a tensor of rank 4, then drw ttat
T"lmel=Taltull I51

Q5. (a) ie noo-?um bur divorgeacs ofEinst ln tcnra ir zcro. tElll(b) specairoo in 0re follouring cesc:

(D Motioa wi6out grrvity t4l

t7%l

it dcpeds qon
t6l4,l
t6I

16%,6I

Q6. (a) Wlut is gravitltional red shifr? Daive thc quaotitative relation showing ttat
gpviuiooal accclcration

@) Discrus the cosuric miuowave background.

Q7. Writo noea oa tho followiag:
(i) Principlc of Equivalcncc (ii) Frlcdmann's model
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NOTE: Attempt FOUR guesfions selecting at least ONE from each section.

aJ* A)

(B)

Section-I

Tlrite C* program whish
convert it into a binary eq

convert it into a decimal
Implement your program for 4 iterations.

Write C# program to calculate
poitrt due to charge; ask user

corresponding disance; K= 9x
iterations.

8Yz+4

Q.2.(A)

(B)

\ilrite C* program to evaltrate tne t' + dxbytrapezoidal rule.

(Use nd).

Write C* program to print the following series and zum of the

series:

? x"l+e- \"- L q
,t=1

Ask user to input value of x.

7+5Yz

Q.3.(A)

(B)

.Find the roots ogthe aguatior3x - cos r- 1 using Nenrton Rryhon
method using xo = 0,5. Write C* program to implement the mettrod

(i) correct to 2dp. (ii) How can you change same program to
implernent the method correet to 3dp?

Write C* program to calculate time period of simple pendulum

,r=r"I) using functions. Askuserto input value of l.

E+4Yt

Q.4.(A)

Section-II

Write MATLAB progam to print time against the grourth of
Cunent and the decay of current values on a single Saph in the RL
sircuit using Euler's Method *ith initiat conditions: rl00' L=sH'

8)4y2
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(B)

initial time Osec,
surrmt 0A urd voltage n--4 volts. Also plot point of interseation of
two curves. Draw estimate gaphs with proper labrs. How you can
get the coordinates of the interaction point?

write I,IATLAB to plot'x' against (x) vatues using supbplot such
ttrsq: x = [0 4rrl, y(r) = sin(u*x) and n=1,2,3,4

Q.s.(A)

(B)

suppose A and B be 3x3 matrices. write MATLAB program which
reads in entries of the matrices and calculate (l) cutoa+B, (ii)
n=3Ax4B (iii) sum and avetage of the mafiix c and D erements 

- -

write down the MATLAB synta:r with example for: polyderQ,
polylntQ, and polyvalQ.

6L/z+6

Q,6.(A)

(B)

Write general syntar( for user de . Write a
program to implement to calculate volume of a qphere of radius r,
such that r = [5 I5]; [Hinr V= ; fif .l
write- MATLAB program io solve the systenr of linear algebraic
equations using following methods:

(r) Left division method.
(ii) Cramer rule.
(iii) Matrix inverse method.

3r+2y 4z = $
-3x - 4y + 3z= -20
9x + 6Y +22= 12

6+ 6%

Q.7.(A)

(B)

A parallel plate capacitor is constuc
conducting plates such that its capacitance c can be computed from
the formula

g=(n-t)eA/d
where n is number of plates, e = 8.85 xI0-12 farad/meter is
dielectric constant, A = 15 cm2 i area of each plate separaet
ffitstanoe d= Z-mm. program to-constructa tafle
to print number of plat ihnce values for a maximum
of 5 plates

write MATIAB program using arrays for conversions of (i)
temperature from celsius to Kelvin where Kelvin = celsius *
213,15 (ii) length from Meter to yards where rmetenl.0936 yards

8+4 Vt
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NOTE: Attempt any FIVE questions. Atl questions carry equal marks.

Q.1" (a) State Gauss's law in dielectics. How do you calculate total chrge, volume and s,rface
charge densities for a point charge in a dielectio fluid. (13 Marks)

and K2 are separated by a plane
ind a relationship between 01 and
splacement makes with normal to

Q.2. (a) Show that torque on a conoplete circuiq for uniform magnetic field, is given by r =IA x B, where m = IA is the magnetio dipole moment ofthe sircuit (17-Mwksi
(b) When t\..9o1ducting system is suddenly isolated from applied electic fields, explain
how the e.quilibrium state is approached exponentiall:y. (10 uitt"t

Q.3. (a) Describe briefly method of images. (4 Mark)

(b) Caleulate electrb5tatic energy of an arbirary iliitibution of charge. (16 Mmtrs)
Q'4' Find the following expression of potential for tho conducting sphere in a uniform electic

field:

g(r,0) = -Eorcos9 * Eo(a3 /rz)cosl (20 Mwks)

Q.5' (a) what do you understand by "magrretic susceptibility" and ',permeabil ity.. (4 trlartqj)
(b) u/hotconditioq ,H#H*tTffix
of similar

Q.6. (g) lv-uat is magnetization current density !*? AIso prove thst JN, = v x lr where rI is
thc Magnetization. (12 Markr)

(b) If a curent densrU/ in a wire of ciroular cross section with radius R is proportional to
the distance from the uds. Find an expression for the total current in the *fu. 7g Marks)

Q.7. (a) Define Phase velocity and group velocity. e Marb)
(b) What is skin depth and its significance? Calculate the skin depth in the case of plane
monocluomatic waves tavelling tbrough a conducting media. (I7'Marks)

Q.8. (a) what is differemce between neutral gas and aprauna? (4 Mutw)
(b) What do€s a uniform magnetic field (B) do to a charged particle in a plasma? (16 Marks)

Q.9. Discuss only two topics from the following: (10+t0 Mnk)
(a) Faraday's law (b) Magnetic minor (c) linear ad cinulupolarizations (d) Ohm,s law
andconductivity

Physics
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Time: 3 Hrs. Marks: 100Paper: V (Classical Electrodynamics)
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NOTE: Attempt any F)tJRguesfions selecting at least oNE from each section' All

questions carry equal marks. Please read qu""1ion carefully and answer accordingly'

SECTION - I

1. (a) The empiricat bindiog erergy for o nucleus wtflh Z protons and A total number of nucleons

is given bY

B : auA - a"A2/3 - a"z(z - L)A-rtt - oo^# *',

where Pairing enerry is

'=:r;:;^ ;;rffil,:
:Q odd A.

ttttrta
O1

2, (a)

(b)

One suitable choice gives av :15'5 MeV, oo =16'8 MeV' a" =0'72 MeV' asm :23 MeV' and

ao =34MeV. Use this relation to get empirical mas of the nusleus. Horv msny protons in a

nucleus with mass number A give most tightly bound structure? [10]

(b) what is nuclear binding energy? use the semiempirical formula to compute the total binding

enerry and the binding enerry per nucleon for (a) TLii (b) zoNe; (c) sFe; (d) zscg' What

percentage of the binding energy is a contribution from pairing energy? [10]

(c) what physical information do we get from the magnetic dipole moment of a neutron. [05]

Explain the structure and working pri,ciple of a belairon? what are its limitations? [10J

In a scintillation detector why do we need a scintillator which is blind to its own radiation?

How could we sccomplish this? [l0l

4.

(c) what is the basic difference betweeu a cyclotron and synchrocyclotron? [05]

SECTION _ II

(a) What evidences do we have for the shell structur€ of nuclei? Propose a reasonable potential

function for shell mod.el and justify it. why do we need spin-orbit interaction to get the

observed shell closure numbers? [10]

(b) show that spin-orbit spritting for an orbitar is directry proportional to its orbital angular

momentum. [08]

(c) Give the expected shell-ruodel spin. and pa.rity assignments for the grqUld st-?tes of (a) II'';
(b) l'B; (c) [5C; (d) A'F; (e) ![P' [oz]

(a) why do we have a continuous energy distribution of electrons (positrons) emitted in a 0

decay? Use allowed approxinration to de'rive an expression for the decay rate such that' it

can explain the enerry spectrum of the particles emitted in p decay' [10]

(b) The decay of,ttsls(I : l,r = *) leads to a sequence of negative-parity states in 2a8B't with

'"' ; : *,*,i,8,+, +. pur iar' state, fuid the pe*rritted values of Io. [10]

Page 1 ot2 P.T.O



c.

(c) Let's consider the decay of a nucleus of mass M at rest, from an initial excited state Ei to a
fittal statr: 87. What would be the energr of the photon emitted in this transition? [0b]

SECTION _ III

(a) What is mmpound nucleus theory for nuclear reactions? Bxplain with one example. How
do compound nuclcus reactions diffor with clircct rruclcar reactiorus? [10J

(b) It is desired to study the low-lying excited states of 35CI (1.219, 1.?6g, 2.646, 2.694,
3.003' 3.163 MeV) through the 32.9(o,p) reaction. With incident o particles of 5.000
MeV, which of these excited states can be reached? [nt(sCl) = S2E73.b56bMeV/C,
m(32s) = 29783.7583MeV/c2, rn(a) : 3727. ogueYf c2,Tnp=938.2g0MeV/C]. t10l

(c) what are the physical meaninge of reaction cross section? t05l

(a) Wtry d<l heavy nuclei release large atuouut of energy irr fissiou'l Use liquid drop rnodel to find
the condition for spontaneous fission of a nucleus. [i0]

(b) How much energy would be released if a 2ssur nucleus is split into two equal mass fragments?
ltrfi'y do'the fission fragments undergo several B-de6ai, steps to tr-d.risform infO e Stirble nti:
cleus? [10]

(c) In 23ePu, thc thcrmnl fi.ssion rross sc(:tion is 742 h. whilc the cross so,ction for othcr (nonfis-
sion) absorptive processes is 267 b. Each fission produces, on the Bverage, 2.86 fast neutrons.
What is the mean number of fission neutrons produced byzaoptuper thermal neutron? [0b]

(a) why does fusion of light nuclei results in la,rge ener5y release? [0b]

(b) The sun is a natural thermonuclear reacior where protons are combined to get helium nuclei.
Explain the proton-proton cycle in the solar fusion. [lOJ

(c) Consider the fusion reaction ezc +L2 C -) fiMg.V{hat is the height of the coulomb
barrier which needs to be penetrated for the fusion. If one wants to make this reaction occur
thermally what is the required temperature? [10]

Page 2 of 2
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NorE: Attempt any FouR questions. Alt questions carry equal marks.

Q. t (a) Bry.d on the concept of free electon gal, show that the electrical conductivity of a
metal is Ne2 r / m. ^! - 

(10)
(h) Show that the reciprocal lgtice of a body centeted lattice is a face cefltered lattice. itOi

A is found to be Bragg reflected from the (100) and (l l0) ptanes of
the lattice parametet of the crystal is 3 A, find the angles for firstplanes. - 

(5)

Q. 2 (a) State Block Theorem and obtain the energy spectum of an electon in a one-
dimensional periodic potential. Show that in the limitirrgcasi of vanishing potential banier leads

T.tf-.,rur{tp obtained in a free clechon model, (12)
(b) What is Meisener effbct in superconductors I Enumerate the properties of type I and
type II superconductors.

Gl fne magnetic field in silicon is t.2 x lOs Am'r. Calculate the magnetization and flux O.,l1L
in silicon, if its magnetic susceptibility is 4.2 x l0{. Also calculate the value of relative
penneability of the material,

Q. 3 (a)Explain about exciton. Differentiate between Wannier Mott and Frenkel excitions with
the help of diagram. Consider a ID chain of atoms and evaluate ilre Eigen energy of Frenkelexcitions. {tZ)(b) Explain in detail alout the phenomenon of normal tunneling/singe particle tgnleling tror a
super conducting junction with the help of schematic diagram. (g)
(c) A superconducting sample has a critical temperature of 4.1 K in zero magnetic field and
critical freld of 0. 0505 T at 0 K. Find the critical field at z K, (5)

Q. 4 (a) Discuss a!o1t Hartee approximation. Derive both Hartee and Haretee Fock equations
(12)

oscillators
(l 3)

(5)

using variational principle.
(b) Derive two Kranrers- Kronig relations for a linear passive system of harmonic
with regards to real and imaginary components of a response fimction.

Q. 5 (a) Explain in detail about orthogonalized plane wave (OPW) method with respect to free
energy entropy and specific heat. (13)
(b) Discuss about uate the eigen energy of electron'urirg
nearest neighbour approximition. (12)

Q, 6 Explain about following:
i. Maxwell equations
iii" Soft optical phonons
v, Landau theory of the phase transition

ii. Raman effects in crystals
iv. Fenoelectricity

(5x5)
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NOTE: Attempt any FOIJR guesfions. Alt questions carry equal marks.

Describe its applications.
NMRlin+width?

uclear spin resondnce line in a metrl and in
t magnetic fields. (S+f0+f0)

Q'2 (a) Derive curie-weiss law. Howwould you differentiate it from curie,s law?(b) show that magnetic susceptibirity is anisotopic wrtn ."spe.i to the ,pio*u*i, orr,antiferromagnetic.

Q.3

Q.4

Q.s

(c) What is neuhon magnetic diftaction? Give details.

Q.6 (a) Discws three level Maser system.

(a) Give a basic principle
6u) oiscuss f.d;;'rt; miooscopv (MFM)'

(c) Show that temperature dr" rh;B;;.FAi;-'*""' quantizedspiqruvesleadsro
(5+r0+10)

(a) Decribe classical model for specific heat. Give experimental frcts abour it failure.(b) Discuss Einstein moder of specific heat tor ditrererrlt temperature ranges.(c) WhatareferromagneticOoi,.i^fBipiuirtf,.ir".l,E"Z - 
(S+t2+t)

(a) Howdoesthenucl
@) Ded,ce Madelung field?
(c) Give details about roscopic theory of frequency nshnt.

(s+r0+r0)

(s+r2+8)

@) Dcrivc an exprcssion Ib, pg magnctic susccptibility of a pauli paramagnet(c) Explain the importance of the screening of electron-phonon ior.iJ*lti*ro*rol

the following. eS)
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NOTE: Attempt any FOIJR guestions selecting at least ONE from each section.
All questions carry eqiat marks. Please read question carefully and answer accordingly-

Physics

SECTION - I

Question 1: (12+7+6:25)
(a): Make a table for the charge (Q), strangeness (s) and isospin (13) for the three querks

up, down and strange. Use these values to find the value of Q, s and 13 of different st&tes

of delta (A) particle, proton (p), omege (A-) and different states of pion (zr). Also write

dovm qua;k content of these hadrons.

(b): The time evolution of a state veotor is formally written as

l/(t) >= u(t,t")bl'(t") >

using time dependent schrodinger equation show that u(t, ro) : ocp[-iH(t - t")/fr\.
(c): How is it possible that same combiuation of quarks can Bo to make a no of different

hadrous. Explain it with the help of examples.

Question 2: (12+13:25)

(a): Give the ranges, force caniers, relative strengths and typical lifetimm for decays

of.stroug, weak aud electromagneiip interactio:rs. Q-ran, the primitive vertices for quarks

and leptous a,nd also give one representative exarnple for eactr interaction.

(b)t Deeoibe the phenomena of vacuum polarization. How the vacuum polarization

implies the variatiou of coupling of electromagnetic, weak and strong interaction with

distance or energy of the interacting particles. Explain tho phenomena of asymptotic

froedom.
SECTION _ II

Question 3: (10+10+5 =25)
(a): Considering the capture of negative pions iuto deuterium explain in detail honr its

intrinsic pa,rity was measured?

(b): Using Isospin symmetry prove the following result.

I(4+ -t 1luro) :l
I(A+ + nr+)

(c)l lfrite dou'n the relation for zrt decay and draw the corresponding Feynman diegram.

Also comment on which type of Process is thie?
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Questlou 4: (10 + 12 + g :26)
(Qlfiotrrthetrotational symmCryin Qua,utum Mecha,nies implies the law of consenra-

tion of angular momentum

(b): What is parity? How does the ocperimental fact that "all ueutrinos &re left-handod

alid all anti-nzutrinoe are right handed" implies parity must not be conserrred in o weak

interaction?

(c): Draw the Feynman diagraur showing mechanism of p-decay.

SECTION _ III

Questlon 6: (10 + l0 + 5 :25)
(a)r Derire the following completenffi relations for Dirac spinors

E ur,lp)at'lp, = f+n
r=1,2

Dut"l6)ot'lr, = f-m
e=1,2

(b): Workiag iu the Dirac-Pauli representation of 7 rnatrices show that

,sul)=(o'O o 
)ru,\ o o'fr,/

where u(') is the electron spinor. How would you interpret this result?

(c): Show Xbat W: f (where p is 4-momentum and / :,fupp)

Question6: (20+5=25)

(a): Prove that the following Dirac bilinears

,ltrlt, 0f ,lt, iltur!, |tuf ,1,, $oPrh

are scalar, pseudoscalar, vector, orial vector and tensor of rank 2, respectively.

(b): Show that [aoF, l,l,l:2 i(1og1t' - f gP)

Queetion?: (8+Z+10=2b)
(a): Modify Dirac equation for massless fermions.

(b): Show that the induce operator of time revereal is anti-unitary.

(c): Defino electric-dipole moment of a particle. What kind of information does. it pro-

{ddrrfrrc,ut+harge distribution of a particle? How ca$ we use it to me&sure parity aud

time reversal violation?
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NOTE: Attempt any FIVE questions selecting at least ONE from each section'

SECTION-I

Ql. (a) Define differpnthl scattering cross section end di$uss thc frctorc on wtich it depcnds,

(b) Write down the expression for the differential crps section for a general scsfirrtng proc€.Es ard
(E + 12)ottain tptal cro ssseclion.

e2. Defrne Mandelstam variables, Show that for elcctron-positron scattering in s-channel in ccnter of

mass fiame

s= 4(K2+m2)

t=-2K2 (l - cos0 )

u=-2K2 ( I + cos0 )

Where 0 is the ccnter of mass scattoring angfe and f -lKl=[r[ wtrero I( and Kr are the^morpnta of

incident & scattere.d electron P0)

Q3. State and prcve optical thcotpm for scattering theory' (20)

SECTION-II

..1Q4. Discuss standard model of Quarks.ind€ei!" Explain its sigpificqnce in particlo physics' (20)

Q5. Find the truuition amplitude and transition cunont for a spinless eleotron moving in an

eiectrornrgnaic field, Defire Fcrmi - Golden Rule. (20)

Q6. By using Dirac equatiorL obtain thc expression for four vector cunEnt jI for an electron in an

eiecromagnetb field Ar , (20)

SECTION_III

Q7. Pmve the following

i. x{l/)=.ta.a
ii. Tr ( Ysl,U) = 0
iii. Tr(Yr)=0
h. Tr ( !t 1= 6 ,k= 1,2,3 (20)

Q8. Show tbat for a Dirao Partble

Q fut=fiV [{a*rr)* +to"u(ry-P,),|u,

wrcrc, ot, - f,(r,fu -y'yr) (20)

Q9. (a) Dmw Feynman diagrams for ce" scareting'

(b) Show that for c- e' at very high cnergies.

4fia2
o =+ (8+12)
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NOTE: Attempt any FIVE questions, Ail guestions carry equal marks.

Q 1 .a). Deflne ideal characterlstics of oP-Amp. Give the detalls of Differengal mode of operatbn of
Operational amplifier. (10,10f

b). Desl8n the lnverting and non inverting mode ofoperational amplifier,

Q 2). Descrlbe the constructlon, worklng and characteristics features of Magnetron tube. (20)

Q 3).Differentiate between latch and flip flop. Discuss the designlng features of RS Latch and RS FIp flop.
Also draw the truth table and timlng diagrams. (S,15)

Q 4 'al. How RADAR system works? write down detair features of MDAR system.(1o101

b).Define the measurement methodorogy to measure Microwave power of a system.

Q 5.a). Design il-bit Asynchronous counter. Also draw the truth table and tlmlng diagram. (10,10)

b).Differentiate between sequential and comblnational clrcult by giving suitable example.

Q 6.a). Draw the 4-bit table of binary to trey code converclon. Aho explain the method of
conversion.(lQ10)

b).Deslgn and explain the working of 4 to 16 llne decoder.

Q 7.a). Draw the tree dia8ram of RAM and RoM Family and explain the key features. (1o10)

b).How error detectron and error correctron technrques works in digitar system,

Q 8.a). Deflne the key role of execution unit ln microprocessor . (1e10)

b). What ls memory cell? How a memory cell can be addressed by lts locaHon?.

Q 9. Wrlte down the note any two of the followinBs.

a. Master Slave Fllp Flop

b. Quantum effect Devices

c. I-ASER Diode


